














Paul Sérusier [Paris 1865 – Morlaix 1927]
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fig.  《森の中の4人のブルターニュの女性たち》1891年　92×73 cm
 油彩・カンヴァス　個人蔵























In the latter half of the 19th century France, the Nabi school distanced 
itself not only from Academism, but also from the newly popular 
Impressionists. The Nabis were a group of painters who resonated with 
the art theories of Paul Gauguin and aimed for a synthesis of the arts. 
Sérusier was a central Nabi figure. Born into a wealthy bourgeois family 
that sold perfume and gloves in Paris, he was interested from his early 
years in philosophy and literature. With the aim of becoming a painter, 
he studied at the Académie Julian where he excelled. In 1888 he visited 
Gauguin then resident in Pont-Aven, and through this personal meeting 
with the artist, had a chance to view Gauguin’s paintings first-hand and 
hear his thoughts. This became a major turning point for Sérusier as a 
painter. Thus, like Gauguin’s other acolytes, Sérusier’s paintings turned 
towards the simplification of forms, decorative quality and imbued with 
vivid and artificial colors, based on intuition rather than a re-creation 
of nature. His first work created after his encounter with Gauguin, 
l’Aven au bois d’Amour (also known as Le Talisman), shows an Aven 
River landscape in yellow and green pigments spread directly from the 
pigment tube, and in the composition with its shallow depth of field he 
expresses his subject in an abstract form. Sérusier was close to Gauguin 
prior to Gauguin’s departure in April 1891 for Tahiti, and played a role in 
conveying Gauguin’s artistic philosophy to other Nabi painters, such as 
Maurice Denis, Pierre Bonnard, Paul-Elie Ranson, Ker-Xavier Roussel, 
Henri-Gabriel Ibels and Édouard Vuillard. They named themselves the 
Nabis, a Hebrew term meaning prophets, and each was given a Nabi 
nickname. Sérusier’s nickname was le Nabi à la Barbe Rutilante (the 
Nabi with the sparkling beard).
In addition to painting on canvas, Sérusier was also active across a 
wide artistic realm, creating both wall paintings and stage decoration.
About the Painting
Sérusier first visited Gauguin in Pont-Aven in the autumn of 1888. Then 
from June to July of the following year, Sérusier stayed with Gauguin 
and Émile Bernard in the village of Le Pouldu near Pont-Aven and there 
created paintings. At the time, artists from America, England, Germany 
and various French regions would gather in Pont-Aven during the 
summers, where they would create works amidst primeval nature and a 
setting redolent with ancient culture. Gauguin was a central presence in 
this gathering of painters, and along with Bernard, he sought a painting 
expression for a new age, groping for how to select subjects and develop 
motif depictive methods. Immediately prior to meeting Sérusier, Gauguin 
painted his Vision After the Sermon (1888, National Gallery of Scotland, 
Edinburgh), while Bernard painted Breton Women in the Meadow (1888, 
Priuré Museum, Saint-Germain-des-Prés). These works responded to 
the symbolist trends of the day and can be seen as the starting point of 
synthetism. During his two visits to Pont-Aven Sérusier set out with other 
painters on sketching trips, and came to have a deeper understanding of 
Gauguin and Bernard’s painting philosophy and methods, and was clearly 
impressed. Prior to this time Sérusier’s works were dark in palette and 
highly realistic in an Academic style. From these experiences he learned 
how to grasp colors and form from a non-representational, feeling-based 
method, setting out to create paintings with simple color fields bound by 
outlines in a cloisonnism style and flat compositions without depth of 
field.
After Gauguin left for Tahiti in 1891, Sérusier and his Dutch-born 
painter friend Jan Verkade and Danish-born Mogens Ballin visited 
Brittany. On that journey, in addition to the Gauguin-linked Le Pouldu, 
they also visited the village of Huelgoat. Sérusier was particularly taken 
by Huelgoat and its quiet setting as yet unspoiled by tourism. He rented a 
room there and painted. Boyle-Turner, who has provided a chronological 
study of Sérusier’s works and life, calls this his Huelgoat period that 
lasted until 1893 when he set up a studio in Châteauneuf-du-Faou, also 
in Brittany. She further indicates the differences between works from this 
period and those created with Gauguin in Pont-Aven and Le Pouldu. This 
painting created in 1892 can thus be considered a Huelgoat period work.
During the time that this painting was created, Sérusier was taken by 
the scenes of the daily life of the Bretons, and employed strong color 
contrasts in his creation of paintings that maximized their decorative 
effects. This work is one such example, and shows four women dressed 
in the unique Breton starched, white headdress and costume, seen near a 
stream and surrounded by a forest. The four women have stern, almost 
displeased expressions, and this is characteristic of Sérusier’s paintings 
of Bretons during this period. Boyle-Turner suggests that Sérusier 
felt in women with these expressions the sense of people who lived 
conventional lives of poverty amidst harsh nature, further indicating that 
his impressions of Brittany had changed from the utopian vision when he 
was painting with Gauguin. A related work thought to have used the same 
models Four Breton Girls in the Forest (fig.) is known.
In this work Sérusier cannot be said to have re-created the figures 
or their surrounding nature in a naturalist, realist form. The figures 
have been placed amidst the surrounding trees and plants simply out 
of compositional necessity. The depth of field is narrowed, the color 
selection and placement density heightened, all to decorative effect. The 
red flowing river surrounded by green seems strange, but many of the 
works that Sérusier painted at the time have a red ground, recalling the 
red color fields in the background of Gauguin’s Vision after the Sermon, 
and all creating a strong impact on the viewer. Thick, dark blue outlines 
were frequently used, sharing characteristics with the cloisonnism of 
Gauguin and Bernard. While the areas inside the outlines are painted 
with a flat expanse of color, the rocks beneath two of the women and 
part of their clothing, along with the grassy plane, show small regularly 
applied brush strokes, which can be seen as having been influenced by 
Gauguin’s Brittany period paintings and are a frequently used feature of 
15
Sérusier’s paintings from c. 1889 –1890. The un-outlined sections and 
other features, along with its use of distinctive brushwork and outlines, 
effectively adds to the dynamism of the picture plane. The colors, along 
with the wavy patterns created by the surrounding tree leaves, grasses 
and flowing stream, all add a decorative effect to the composition, while 
the backward-facing standing women and their poses, and the shapes of 
their fluttering skirts all resemble figures in ukiyo-e prints. Like Gauguin 
and the other Nabi painters, Sérusier liked Japanese art and he is said to 
have had ukiyo-e prints hanging on the walls of his room in Huelgoat. 
Boyle-Turner has also indicated that Japanese influence was particularly 
strong on Sérusier’s paintings of this period.
When this painting was exhibited in the 2003 exhibition at the Musée 
de Pont-Aven it was said to have been exhibited at the 2nd “Impressionists 
and Symbolists” exhibition held at the Le Barc de Boutteville Gallery 
(Paris) in 1892. The fact that a women of Brittany painting was exhibited 
in the first and second “Impressionists and Symbolists” exhibition is 
noted in the catalogue of the first exhibition and in a letter from Sérusier’s 
mother, but it is not clear which painting, Four Breton Girls in the Forest 
or this work, was exhibited in the 2nd exhibition. The “Impressionists 
and Symbolists” exhibitions began at the above-mentioned gallery in 
December 1891, and a total of 15 exhibitions were then held over the 
following six years. The displayed painters ranged widely from Manet 
to Bonnard, and the exhibitions functioned as a place where Pont-Aven 
school and Nabi school artists such as Bonnard, Vuillard, Denis, Bernard 
and Sérusier could freely display their works. As a result, this gallery 
contributed to the growing social recognition of these painters.
In terms of the provenance of this painting, Sérusier gave this painting 
to his close friend Auguste Cazalis, a Nabi poet whose nickname, le 
Nabi Ben Kallyre, means the Nabi who does not speak clearly. Cazalis 
was fluent in the Hebrew language and literature, obviously knew the 
meaning of Nabi as prophet in Hebrew and likely gave the group its 
name. This painting was later owned by generations of the Cazalis family, 
and yet with the exception of its color reproduction in the 1976 catalogue 
raisonné of the artist, its display in 2003 was the first public viewing 
of the painting since its possible display in the 2nd “Impressionists and 
Symbolists” exhibition of 1892. The painting was purchased at auction in 
2004 by a French private collector and then passed to a Swiss collection 
prior to entering the NMWA collection. 
 (text by Mina Oya, revised by Megumi Jingaoka)
